Method to determine the degrees of consistency in experimental datasets of perceptual color differences.
We propose a fuzzy method to analyze datasets of perceptual color differences with two main objectives: to detect inconsistencies between couples of color pairs and to assign a degree of consistency to each color pair in a dataset. This method can be thought as the outcome of a previous one developed for a similar purpose [J. Mod. Opt.56, 1447 (2009)JMOPEW0950-034010.1080/09500340902944038], whose performance is compared with the proposed one. In this work, we present the results achieved using the dataset employed to develop the current CIE/ISO color-difference formula, CIEDE2000, but the method could be applied to any dataset. Specifically, in the mentioned dataset, we find that some couples of color pairs have contradictory information, which can interfere in the successful development of future color-difference formulas as well as in checking the performance of current ones.